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They smelled the foul odors. They heard the power saw buzzing in the dead of night but neighbors never
imagined the horrors happening right next door. The hot sultry night of July 22, 1991 was one the
tenants of the Oxford Apartments would never forget. A panic stricken young man--a pair of handcuffs
still dangling from his wrists--ran out of Apartment 213 and told police an incredible tale of terror.
Shaking with fear, he led officers back to his captor's lair, where they made the gruesome discovery.
Inside were the body parts of at least fifteen men--including torsos stuffed into a barrel, severed heads in
a refrigerator, and skulls boiled clean and stashed in a filing cabinet. Tacked to the freezer were Poloroid
photographs of mutilated corpses. When investigators arrested 31-year-old Jeffrey Dahmer, they realized
they had stumbled onto a "real-life Hannibal Lecter"--a sadistic murderer who told them he had saved a
human heart "to eat later". What could turn a handsome, former tennis player, the son of middle-class
parents, into a perverse serial killer whose unthinkable acts shocked the nation? The Jeffrey Dahmer
Story takes you into Jeffrey Dahmer's twisted world of bizarre sexual encounters, mutilation and
cannibalism--in one of history's most appalling true crime cases. With 8 pages of chilling photographs.
Exploring dangerous territory, Jafee uses illustrations, letters, monologues, interviews, and "unsituated
dialogues" to bring to life some of the most infamous serial killers of all time.
The Psychology of Lust Murder systematically examines the phenomenon of paraphilia (i.e., aberrant
sexuality) in relationship to the crime of lust murder. By synthesizing the relevant theories on sexual
homicide and serial killing, the authors develop an original, timely, sensible model that accounts for the
emergence and progression of paraphilias expressed through increasingly violent erotic fantasies. Over
time, these disturbing paraphilic images that, among other things, involve rape, body mutilation and
dismemberment, torture, post-mortem sexual intercourse, and cannibalism, are all actualized. Thus, it is
the sustained presence of deviant sexuality that contributes to and serves as underlying motive for the
phenomenon of lust murder (a.k.a. erotophonophilia). Going well beyond theoretical speculation, the
authors (Dr. Catherine Purcell, a forensic psychologist and Dr. Bruce Arrigo, a criminologist) apply their
integrated model to the gruesome and chilling case of Jeffrey Dahmer. They convincingly demonstrate
where and how their conceptual framework provides a more complete explanation of lust homicide than
any other model available in the field today. The book concludes with a number of practical suggestions
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linked to clinical prevention, diagnosis, and treatment strategies; police training, profiling, and
apprehension efforts; as well as legal and public policy responses to sexually violent and predatory
assailants. Comprehensive in its coverage, accessible in its prose, and thoughtful in its analysis, The
Psychology of Lust Murder is a must read for any person interested in the crime of erotophonophilia and
those offenders responsible for its serial commission. Contributes, in a thoughtful and scholarly way, to
the audiences' existing library of books on crimes and criminals Provides new and insightful information
on the criminal behavior of Jeffrey Dahmer Enables readers to compare and contrast different
models/theories on sexual homicide and serial murder Assists researchers, educators, public officials,
and the lay public determine how best to respond to the phenomenon of lust murder
A Father's StoryEcho Point Books & Media, LLC
Jeffrey Dahmer and the Construction of the Serial Killer
Paraphilia, Sexual Killing, and Serial Homicide
Cold Serial
The True Story of the Jeffrey Dahmer Murders
Hunting the Ultimate Kill
The Interrogation Of "The Milwaukee Cannibal"
A Father's Story
The “chilling” story of America's most notorious serial killer by the man who helped
catch him—now updated with the latest DNA findings (Nashville Banner). He was a model
citizen. A hospital volunteer. And one of the most sadistic serial killers of all time.
But few people could see the cruel monster beneath the colorful clown makeup that John
Gacy wore to entertain children in his Chicago suburb. Few could imagine what lay buried
beneath his house of horrors—until a teenaged boy disappeared before Christmas in 1978,
leading prosecutor Terry Sullivan on the greatest manhunt of his career. Reconstructing
the investigation—from records of violence in Gacy's past, to the gruesome discovery of
twenty-nine corpses of abused boys in Gacy's crawlspace and four others found in the
nearby river—Sullivan's shocking eyewitness account takes you where few true crime books
ever go: inside the heart of a serial murder investigation and trial. This updated
edition features new revelations that have emerged using DNA evidence to confirm the
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identities of additional victims—and sixteen pages of dramatic photos. “An unnerving true
crime story of murder, terror, and justice.” —Dallas Morning News “As with a good mystery
story, to the very end of Killer Clown we find ourselves still rooting for good to
triumph over evil, yet fearing that the dice may be loaded the other way.” —Chicago
Tribune “Gripping study . . . for true crime addicts” —Publishers Weekly “You will learn
more in this book about the daily activities of a police department than you will from
any number of Ed McBain novels or episodes of Hill Street Blues.” —The Charleston News &
Courier
An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive review of history's most notorious and
cold-blooded serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning Last Podcast on the
Left
"I couldn't find any meaning in my life when I was out there. I'm sure as hell not going
to find it in here. This is the grand finale of a life poorly spent and the end result is
just overwhelmingly depressing ... it's just a sick, pathetic, wretched, miserable life
story, that's all it is. How it can help anyone, I've no idea." So quotes serial killer
Jeffrey Lionel Dahmer upon his capture. It's too bad he didn't consider this before he
killed sixteen young men and dismembered their bodies - keeping souvenirs and eating some
of them. What was it that set Dahmer off? What happened to him in childhood that left him
so bruised and broken? In the book, GROWING UP JEFFREY: THE TRUE STORY OF JEFFREY DAHMER,
author Brian Lee Tucker examines Dahmer's life from the other side of the coin, from his
early childhood to his teenage years to his first murder - seen through the eyes of a
young man who, feeling as though he had never been a part of anything normal and loving,
kept his inner demons bottled up inside until he couldn't fight the urges he'd kept at
bay too long, and exploded in a frenzy of sexual violence, murder, and unadulterated
evil, his deviant sexual appetites finally satisfied - until he became lonely again. #
BONUS material: an excerpt from Chameleon: the True Story of Ted Bundy, not available in
Kindle version.
Few serial killers in history have garnered as much attention as Jeffrey Lionel Dahmer.
Although Dahmer killed seventeen young men and boys, it was not so much the number of
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people he killed that makes him stand out among famous serial killers, but more so the
acts of depravity that he committed on the corpses of his victims. In this true crime
story you will read how Dahmer transitioned from a loner to serial killer, committing
numerous unnatural acts along the way such as necrophilia and cannibalism. Following in
the macabre tradition of another infamous Wisconsin serial killer-Ed Gein-Jeffrey Dahmer
terrorized Milwaukee for most of the 1980s until he was finally captured in 1991.Perhaps
one of the most frightening aspects of Jeffrey Dahmer's serial killer career was how easy
he was able to lure his victims into his trap. Dahmer possessed above average intellect,
was conventionally good looking, and usually had a calm demeanor that could disarm even
the most paranoid of people. Because of these traits, Dahmer was able to evade justice
numerous times, which allowed him to keep killing. Truly, Dahmer was able to fool his
family, the police, his neighbors, and even the judicial system into believing that he
was not a threat; but during the entire time his kill count increased and the body parts
of his victims began to pile up around his apartment.Open the pages of this book to read
a story that is among the most disturbing of all true crime serial killers. You will
follow the course of Dahmer's life from an alcoholic outcast in high school to a vicious
predator who stalked the streets of Milwaukee. Finally, you will read about Dahmer's
trial, his jail house murder, and the impact that his many crimes had on Milwaukee.
The Milwaukee Cannibal's Arrest Statements
One Man's Anguish at Confronting the Evil in His Son
Jeffrey Dahmer's Story of Faith
The No. 1 bestseller behind the ITV drama ‘Des’
The Man Who Could Not Kill Enough
Creating Cultural Monsters
The LeRoy Butler Story
**Shortlisted for the 2021 Ned Kelly Award for True Crime** Shocking real-life stories of
murderous women who used rat poison to rid themselves of husbands and other inconvenient
family members. For readers of compelling history and true crime, from critically
acclaimed, award-winning author Tanya Bretherton. After World War II, Sydney experienced
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a crime wave that was chillingly calculated. Discontent mixed with despair, greed with
callous disregard. Women who had lost their wartime freedoms headed back into the kitchen
with sinister intent and the household poison thallium, normally used to kill rats, was
repurposed to kill husbands and other inconvenient family members. Yvonne Fletcher
disposed of two husbands. Caroline Grills cheerfully poisoned her stepmother, a family
friend, her brother and his wife. Unlike arsenic or cyanide, thallium is colourless,
odourless and tasteless; victims were misdiagnosed as insane malingerers or ill due to
other reasons. And once one death was attributed to natural causes, it was all too easy
for an aggrieved woman to kill again. This is the story of a series of murders that
struck at the very heart of domestic life. It's the tale of women who looked for deadly
solutions to what they saw as impossible situations. The Husband Poisoner documents the
reasons behind the choices these women made - and their terrible outcomes.
Aileen Wuornos was executed in Florida, on the 9th of October, 2002 at the age of 46. She
was the 10th woman to be sentenced to death in the USA since the death penalty resumed in
1976. Convicted for the murder of six men, in a two month period, Aileen claimed she
acted in self defence however the investigation into these claims was poor and she later
retracted her statement announcing to the Supreme Court, "I'm one who seriously hates
human life and would kill again." All-too-often female prostitutes have been the victims
of male serial killers - the killings of Aileen 'Lee' Wuornos were the inverse of this.
She was a child prostitute, fleeing an abusive childhood at the hands of her
grandparents, which led straight into a disastrous adulthood of difficult affairs with
both men and women. Her metamorphosis from victim to attacker had brutal consequences: a
stream of dead men. Following a renewed interest in this woman after the film "Monster",
this is her story in her own words.
The real story of the shocking Jeffrey Dahmer murders, as told by the Milwaukee Journal
reporter who broke the story--from the dramatic scene when police first entered Dahmer's
apartment to the lasting repercussions of the case today. One night in July 1991, two
policemen saw a man running handcuffed from the apartment of Jeffrey Dahmer.
Investigating, they made a gruesome discovery: three human skulls in Dahmer's
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refrigerator and the body parts of at least 11 more people scattered throughout the
apartment. Shortly after, Milwaukee Journal reporter Anne E. Schwartz received a tip that
would change her life. Schwartz, who broke the story and had exclusive access to the
principals involved, details the complete, inside story of Dahmer's dark life, the case,
and its aftermath: the horrific crime scene and the shocking story that unfolded; the
forensics; the riveting trial; and Dahmer's murder in prison. With approximately 12
images.
Set in 1960s and '70s Australia, "The Blood on My Hands" is the dramatic tale of Shannon
O'Leary's childhood years. O'Leary grew up under the shadow of horrific domestic
violence, sexual and physical abuse, and serial murder. Her story is one of courageous
resilience in the face of unimaginable horrors. The responses of those whom O'Leary and
her immediate family reach out to for help are almost as disturbing as the crimes of her
violent father. Relatives are afraid to bring disgrace to the family's good name, nuns
condemn the child's objections as disobedience and noncompliance, and laws at the time
prevent the police from interfering unless someone is killed. "The Blood on My Hands" is
a heartbreaking-yet riveting-narrative of a childhood spent in pain and terror, betrayed
by the people who are supposed to provide safety and understanding, and the strength and
courage it takes, not just to survive and escape, but to flourish and thrive.
Public Reactions to Serial Murder
An Autobiography
Murder in the Yoga Store
The Last Book on the Left
The Biography of Jeffrey Dahmer
Dahmer's Confession
The True Story of the Lululemon Killing
Everything that makes Will Self's fiction so arresting and original is in evidence here
in this collection of his best articles, book reviews and interviews from the Observer,
the Guardian, the Independent, the Evening Standard and many more. Whether describing
penis operations, narcotics or merely pondering the nature of slacking, these pieces are
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as witty and acerbic as one would expect from one of our foremost contemporary satirists.
Jeffrey Lionel Dahmer (May 21, 1960 - November 28, 1994), also known as the Milwaukee
Cannibal, was an American serial killer and sex offender, who committed the rape, murder,
and dismemberment of seventeen men and boys between 1978 and 1991. Many of his later
murders involved necrophilia, cannibalism, and the permanent preservation of body partstypically all or part of the skeletal structure.
California has spawned some of America's most notorious serial killers--The "Grim
Sleeper" Lonnie Franklin Junior, the "Night Stalker" Richard Ramirez, and Randy Kraft are
just three of the Golden State's most notable--which has brought the state some unwanted
and some would say unwarranted attention. For its part, California is the most populous
state in the U.S., so it would stand to reason that it would have more than its fair
share of serial killers. But the state does seem to breed its own special blend of
sociopaths. Far from the glitz and glamour of Los Angles or the scenic backdrops of the
Bay Area, two men embarked on a vicious campaign in California's Central Valley that left
at least twenty people dead. The two men--Wesley Shermantine and Loren Herzog--became
collectively known by law enforcement as the "Speed Freak Killers" because the duo were
almost always under the influence of the drug crystal methamphetamine when they committed
several strings of murders during the 1980s and '90s. Herzog and Shermantine were known
to be avid outdoorsmen who hunted and fished for various game, but when the two men were
high on meth, they focused their attention on hunting the ultimate game--humans. Open the
pages of the following book and learn the complete story of the Speed Freak Killers,
Wesley Shermantine and Loren Herzog. You will learn about the early lives of the two men
and how they evolved from local toughs into one of the most efficiently dangerous serial
killer pairs in American history. The Speed Freak Killers' odyssey of murder continued
for nearly twenty years and in many ways continues on until the present. So open the book
if you dare to learn about one of the most notorious serial killer tandems ever known.
What is it like to learn that your ordinary, loving father is a serial killer? In 2005,
Kerri Rawson opened the door of her apartment to greet an FBI agent who shared the
shocking news that her father had been arrested for murdering ten people, including two
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children. That’s also when she first learned that her father was the notorious serial
killer known as BTK, a name he’d given himself that described the horrific way he
committed his crimes: bind, torture, kill. As news of his capture spread, the city of
Wichita celebrated the end of a thirty-one-year nightmare. For Kerri Rawson, another was
just beginning. In the weeks and years that followed, Kerri was plunged into a black hole
of horror and disbelief. The same man who had been a loving father, a devoted husband,
church president, Boy Scout leader, and a public servant had been using their family as a
cover for his heinous crimes since before she was born. Everything she had believed about
her life had been a lie. Written with candor and extraordinary courage, A Serial Killer’s
Daughter is an unflinching exploration of life with one of America’s most infamous
killers and an astonishing tale of personal and spiritual transformation. For all who
suffer from: unhealed wounds, the crippling effects of violence, betrayal, or anger,
Kerri Rawson’s story offers the hope of reclaiming sanity in the midst of madness,
rebuilding a life in the shadow of death, and learning to forgive the unforgivable.
The Milwaukee Cannibal
Killer Among Us
Monster
The Act of Living
The Blood on My Hands
Serial Murder in America
From Wheelchair to the Lambeau Leap
The Milwaukee Journal reporter who broke the Dahmer story spans the entire case, describing the dramatic scene
when police first entered Dahmer's apartment; the fascinating science of forensics and how it was used to identify 16
victims; Dahmer's childhood; the personal stories of the victims' families; and much more. 16 pages of photographs.
The definitive story of the Dennis Nilsen case featured in Netflix's Memories of a Murder: The Nilsen Tapes, and the
book behind ITV's Des, starring David Tennant ***WINNER OF THE GOLD DAGGER AWARD FOR CRIME NON-FICTION
and THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER*** __________________ Dennis Nilsen, who died in May 2018,
admitted to killing at least 15 people before his arrest in 1983. This ground-breaking criminal study of his killings was
written with Nilsen's full cooperation, resulting in a fascinating - and horrifying - portrait of the man who worshipped
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death. In February 1983, residents of Muswell Hill had been plagued by blocked drains. When a plumber was called to
investigate, he discovered a large blockage of biological material. To his horror, it appeared to be formed of human
flesh and bones. The next day, local resident Dennis Nilsen was arrested. 'Are we talking about one body or two?' a
detective asked. Nilsen replied 'Fifteen or sixteen, since 1978. I'll tell you everything.' Within days he had confessed
to fifteen gruesome murders over a period of four years. His victims, mostly young gay men at a time when society
cared little for them, had been overlooked. Killing for Company is a unique study of a murderer's mind, essential
reading for true crime aficionados. __________________ 'You really have to read this extraordinary book to get a full
flavour of the weirdness of Nilsen and his crimes' SUNDAY TIMES 'A seminal look into the criminal mind' DAILY MAIL
'Brian Masters has given us a full, well-ordered, dispassionate account of Nilsen's life and crimes' THE TIMES 'Without
any doubt one of the most remarkable, complete and most humanely informative accounts of a murderer's mind ever
achieved... the book is far superior to any previous English book of its kind and deserves to serve as a model for all
future attempts in this genre' NEW SOCIETY 'The book is a perceptive and at times coldly brutal assessment of
Nilsen's psychology' MIRROR 'A comprehensive and compelling account' FINANCIAL TIMES 'Probably the best thing of
its kind since In Cold Blood . . . a classic study in criminal mentality' YORKSHIRE POST 'Killing For Company must stand
as one of the most remarkable and accurate accounts ever written of the singular relationship between a mass
murderer and a society . . . a bloody masterpiece.' BERYL BAINBRIDGE 'A truly awesome tale, brilliantly told' LITERARY
REVIEW 'A meticulous study of the dark intricacies of the human mind' THE BOOKBAG 'Brian Masters can rest assured
that the job he undertook with such obvious doubts was one worth doing' SPECTATOR 'Masters has written an
extraordinary book, and his achievement has been the ability to recount horrific details without descending to the
lurid sensationalism of the instant books and Fleet Street reports' POLICE 'A compelling and remarkable book ...
through Masters' fine writing the reader suspends his nausea for the crimes, and concentrates with Nilsen on his
motives and himself' THE LISTENER
Of Men and Monsters examines the serial killer as an American cultural icon, one that both attracts and repels.
Richard Tithecott suggests that the stories we tell and the images we conjure of serial killers—real and
fictional—reveal as much about mainstream culture and its values, desires, and anxieties as they do about the killers
themselves.
MURDER IN THE YOGA STORE is the true story of the brutal killing of a beautiful young woman at a chic Lululemon
yoga-wear shop. The grisly murder was committed on a pleasant Friday night in upscale Bethesda, Maryland, a leafy
suburb of Washington, D.C. In this riveting narrative by veteran journalist Peter Ross Range, the author for the first
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time brings together the tale of what really happened in the yoga store murder. He portrays the personalities of both
victim and murderer, along with the strange and convoluted circumstances of the crime and its cover-up. Range
meticulously exposes layer upon layer of deceit and confusion. His account builds the tension of the police
investigation until the real story, so odd and creepy, takes your breath away. The drama of the murder trial is a
moving emotional roller coaster built around the prosecutors, the detectives and the family of the victim. Peter Ross
Range is a longtime Washington, D.C., magazine writer. A former White House correspondent for U.S. News & World
Report and foreign correspondent for Time, Range has covered politics, international affairs and war. He has written
for The New York Times Magazine, National Geographic and many other publications.
Serial Killers
Wayne Lonergan and the Sensational Cafe Society Murder
15 Serial Killers
The Serial Killer Books
An American Nightmare
Reissued
15 Famous Serial Killers True Crime Stories That Shocked the World
Sunday Times bestselling author Christopher Berry-Dee is the man who talks to serial killers. A
world-renowned investigative criminologist, he has gained the trust of murderers across the
world, entered their high security prisons, and discussed in detail their shocking crimes. BerryDee now delves into the mind of perhaps the most sadistic and psychopathic killer of all time.
Between 1978 and 1991, Jeffrey Dahmer murdered and dismembered seventeen boys and men. But he is
most notorious for what happened to his victims after their grisly deaths and the shocking
depravity that led to Dahmer being dubbed the 'Milwaukee Cannibal'. Using his long experience
and psychological expertise, Berry-Dee seeks to understand the motivation, the amoral urges and
the merciless horror behind Dahmer's inhuman behavior: what could make a man do this?
Crimes unspeakable. A name synonymous with twisted brutality and perversion. Jeffrey Dahmer. The
most notorious serial killer of our time. A decade ago his story shocked and gripped our nation
and the world. But we didn't get the whole story. In prison, Dahmer's dark journey crossed paths
with deep grace. Here is the whole story, told by the man who befriended him and showed him the
light of God's love. It's an unexpected story of first steps in faith, of surprising questions
about the Bible, of light breaking into darkness. A story that will change what you thought you
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knew about grace. Jeffrey Dahmer. Christian. Grace unspeakable.
Raising a Serial Killer A Father's Search for Answers In July of 1991 the country was shocked by
the unfathomable crimes of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer. But no one was more shocked than his
parents. In A Father's Story, the reader is witness to the incremental unraveling of a parent's
image of their child, and the "thousand different reactions" that follow. In his attempt to
understand the nature of his son's psychosis, Lionel Dahmer methodically scrutinizes every
possible contributing factor to his son's madness. His desperation is palpable as he searches
for clues in the emotional, psychological, and genetic landscape of his son's life. Riveting and
soul-wrenching, this unprecedented memoir is the confession of a father who must "confront the
saddest truth a human can know-that his child has somehow crossed the line that separates the
human from the monstrous."
The Terrifying Story of the Most Monstrous Serial Killers through History. Serial Killers are
the most notorious and disturbing of all criminals, representing the very darkest side of
humanity. Yet they endlessy fascinate and continue to capture the public's attention with their
strange charisma and deadly deeds. From Jack the Ripper to Ted Bundy and the Moors Murderers Ian
Brady and Myra Hindley, these killers transfix us with their ability to commit utterly savage
acts of cruelty and depravity. Only with modern police detection methods and psychological
profiling, have these figures that have existed throughout human history finally been identified
in the deadliest category: serial killers. These methods, the killers' characters and their
crimes are described here in fascinating and terrifyingly gripping detail. The whole history of
serial killers is brought to life in 50 chapters, including: Herman Webster Mudget, Devil in the
White City John Christie, 10 Rillington Place murders Zodiac Killer Ian Brady and Myra Hindley,
The Moors Murderers Ted Bundy Fred and Rosemary West Jeffrey Dahmer Aileen Wuornos Harold
Shipman, Dr Death
Docufictions
Jeffrey Dahmer
Of Men and Monsters
Father's Story a Pbp
Across The Hall
Suburban women who killed in post-World War II Sydney
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The narrative of Details Are Unprintable primarily unfolds over a seven-month period from
October 1943 to April 1944—from the moment the body of twenty-two-year old Patricia Burton
Lonergan is discovered in the bedroom of her New York City Beekman Hill apartment, to the
arrest of her husband of two years, Wayne Lonergan, for her murder, and his subsequent trial
and conviction. But this story goes back in time to the 1920s, when Wayne Lonergan grew up in
Toronto and then forward to his post-prison life following his deportation to Canada. It is the
chronicle of Lonergan in denial as a bisexual or gay man living in an intolerant and morally
superior heterosexual world; and of Patricia, rich and entitled, a seeker of attention, who
loved a night out on the town—all set against the fast pace of New York’s ostentatious café
society. Part True Crime and part a social history of New York City in the 1940s, this book
transports readers to the New York World’s Fair of 1939 when Patricia’s father William Burton
first encountered Lonergan; the Stork Club, 21 Club, and El Morocco to experience with Patricia
a night of drinking champagne cocktails and dancing; and the muggy New York courtroom where
Lonergan’s fate was decided. What truly happened on that tragic night in October 24, 1943?
Should we accept Lonergan’s confession at face value as the jury did? Or was he indeed a victim
of physical and mental abuse by the state prosecutors and the police, as he maintained for the
rest of his life? This book considers these, and other, key questions.
True crime anthology that takes a closer look at some of the worst of the worst serial killers.
The bone-chilling graphic novel that inspired the major motion picture starring Ross Lynch as
Jeffrey Dahmer. NATIONAL BESTSELLER 2013 ALA/YALSA Alex Award 2014 Revelation Award at
Angoulême 2015 ALA/YALSA Alex Award (Excellence in Narrative Nonfiction) Named a BEST OF 2012
by Time, The Village Voice, A.V. Club, comiXology, Boing Boing, Publishers Weekly, MTV Geek,
and more! You only think you know this story. In 1991, Jeffrey Dahmer—the most notorious serial
killer since Jack the Ripper—seared himself into the American consciousness. To the public,
Dahmer was a monster who committed unthinkable atrocities. To Derf Backderf, "Jeff" was a much
more complex figure: a high school friend with whom he had shared classrooms, hallways, and car
rides. In My Friend Dahmer, a haunting and original graphic novel, writer-artist Backderf
creates a surprisingly sympathetic portrait of a disturbed young man struggling against the
morbid urges emanating from the deep recesses of his psyche—a shy kid, a teenage alcoholic, and
a goofball who never quite fit in with his classmates. With profound insight, what emerges is a
Jeffrey Dahmer that few ever really knew, and one readers will never forget. Also available by
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Derf Backderf, Trashed. Find teaching guides for My Friend Dahmer and other titles at
abramsbooks.com/resources.
Over twenty years ago an event occurred in Milwaukee, Wisconsin that shocked the nation as well
as the world. His name has been spoken from lips of many people and continues to do so. It has
never before been revealed about what it was like to live across the hall from one of the
world's most evil serial killers. Imagine moving into what's considered to be one of the nicest
buildings in a troublesome and drug infested area and soon after you begin to notice a horrible
odor unlike anything you have ever smelled but there's no way of knowing what it is or where
it's coming from? What would you do? It has never been written about how life was living in the
Oxford Apartments in 1991 across the hall from Jeffrey Dahmer before now. My story tells what I
did as I didn't have to imagine how it was. So come with me as I tell about my life, during a
time when I lived only small steps away from the door of TERROR.
The John Wayne Gacy Murders
Junk Mail
My Story of Faith, Love, and Overcoming
A Terrifying True Story of Rape, Murder and Cannibalism
Details Are Unprintable
Stories of Murder and Mayhem from History's Most Notorious Serial Killers
The Jeffrey Dahmer Story
""Cold Serial" is narrative non-fiction that tells of five girls who were raped and murdered in
Dayton, Ohio, and possibly victims in Cincinnati, Ohio, in the early 1900s. Their deaths left a
legacy of better protection for the safety and rights of women, led to the annexation of large
areas into what is now modern day Dayton, initiated restructuring of the Dayton Police
department, led to the creation of the first chamber of commerce in the United States, and
involved intriguing relationships with what is still a major United States company. These
stories provide the background and lay the groundwork for understanding social issues facing
women today, such as rape, assault, and discrimination, and the impact of religion, politics
and the media. Telling their stories is doing the work of justice."--From amazon.com.
Raising a Serial Killer A Father's Search for Answers In July of 1991 the country was shocked
by the unfathomable crimes of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer. But no one was more shocked than
his parents. In A Father's Story, the reader is witness to the incremental unraveling of a
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parent's image of their child, and the "thousand different reactions" that follow. In his
attempt to understand the nature of his son's psychosis, Lionel Dahmer methodically scrutinizes
every possible contributing factor to his son's madness. His desperation is palpable as he
searches for clues in the emotional, psychological, and genetic landscape of his son's life.
Riveting and soul-wrenching, this unprecedented memoir is the confession of a father who must
"confront the saddest truth a human can know-that his child has somehow crossed the line that
separates the human from the monstrous." This book is also available from Echo Point Books in
paperback (ISBN 1635615631).
In the late hours of July 22, 1991, Detective Patrick "Pat" Kennedy of the Milwaukee Police
Department was asked to respond to a possible homicide. Little did he know that he would soon
be delving into the dark mind of one of America's most notorious serial killers, the "Milwaukee
Cannibal" Jeffrey Dahmer. As the media clamored for details, Kennedy spent the next six weeks,
sixteen hours a day, locked in an interrogation room with Dahmer. There the 31-year-old killer
described in lurid detail how he lured seventeen young men to his apartment where he strangled,
sexually assaulted, dismembered, and in some cases, cannibalized his victims. In GRILLING
DAHMER: The Interrogation of "The Milwaukee Cannibal" the reader is taken on a horrifying tour
into the mind of evil as Kennedy patiently and meticulously listened to unspeakable horrors so
that a monster would be taken off the streets forever.
Explores the effect of serial murder on a community while examining the media coverage of Jack
the Ripper, Son of Sam, Jeffrey Dahmer, the Coed Killer, and the Boston Strangler
The Shrine of Jeffrey Dahmer
The Jack the Strangler Murders
Killer Clown
Growing Up Jeffrey
A Serial Killer's Daughter
Shocking, Gripping True Crime Stories of the Most Evil Murderers
The Psychology of Lust Murder

An “impressively well-crafted” true crime account of the murder of five girls in the
early days of police investigations (Midwest Book Review). Cold Serial tells the true
stories of five girls who were raped and murdered in the Dayton, Ohio, area between 1900
and 1909. They were victims not only of grizzly crimes, but of the prevailing sexism,
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horrifying working conditions, and lack of rights and police protection that all women of
their time were forced to endure. As the tragic stories unfold, a common thread begins to
link them together. The deaths of these five girls left a legacy of better protections
for women and more acceptance and recognition of their rights. Their cases led to the
annexation of large areas into what is now modern-day Dayton, which initiated
restructuring of the Dayton Police department. They also led to the creation of the first
chamber of commerce in the United States. Cold Serial not only chronicles these harrowing
cases, but illuminates how they influence the issues we still face today—such as sexual
assault, harassment, and discrimination—as well as the historical impact religion,
politics, and the media have had on the lives of women. “If you love true crime with a
novelist’s flair, add Brian Forschner’s Cold Serial to your bookshelf.” —Northern
Kentucky Tribune “A compelling read.” —Midwest Book Review
When he was arrested in July 1991, Jeffrey Dahmer had a severed head in the refrigerator,
two more in the freezer, two skulls and a skeleton in a filing cabinet. But if anything
could be more disturbing than the brute horror of this scene, it was the evidence that
Dahmer had been using these human remains not only for sexual gratification, but as part
of a dark ritual of his own devising -- to furnish a shrine to himself. The Shrine of
Jeffrey Dahmer offers a chilling insight into the mind of a serial killer and reveals the
horrors within. Perfect for fans of Making a Murderer, Mindhunter and The Ted Bundy
Tapes, this is a gripping and gruesome read that delves into the mind of a murder and
what possesses someone to kill.
On July 23, 1991, Milwaukee chemist Lionel Dahmer discovered - along with the rest of the
world - that his son Jeffrey was a murderer who, over a period of many years, had carried
out some of the most ghastly crimes ever committed. As the trial progressed, and the
crimes of his son were graphically detailed, Lionel began to place himself in the dock
beside his son. In the torturous weeks following Jeff's conviction, he continued his
descent towards that harrowing point at which the line of his own life inevitably
intersected with his son's. This book is not the story of Jeffrey Dahmer at all, but of a
father who, by slow degrees, came to realize the saddest truth any parent may ever know:
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that following some unknowable process, his child had somewhere crossed the line that
divides the human from the monstrous. It is both a touching family memoir and a haunting
memoir - the account of a man who never relented in his effort to fathom the deepest
quarters of his son's afflictions, even as they pointed to his own. It is a document on
the nature of fatherhood, the origins of madness, and the role of kinship in the legacy
of evil.
Serial murderers generate an abundance of public interest, media coverage, and law
enforcement attention, yet after decades of studies, serial murder researchers have been
unable to answer the most important question: Why? Providing a unique and comprehensive
exploration, Creating Cultural Monsters: Serial Murder in America explains connections
between American culture and the incidence of serial murder, including reasons why most
identified serial murderers are white, male Americans. It describes the omnipresence of
serial murder in American media and investigates what it would take to decrease its
occurrence. Presenting empirically supported arguments that have the potential to
revolutionize how serial murder is understood, studied, and investigated, this volume:
Places the serial murder phenomenon in a cultural context, promoting qualitative
understanding and the potential for reducing its frequency Includes an illustrated model
that explains how people utilize cultural values to construct lines of action according
to their cultural competencies Demonstrates how the American cultural milieu fosters
serial murder and the creation of white male serial murderers Provides a critique of the
American mass media’s role in the development and notoriety of serial murder Describes
the framework on which the majority of definitions of serial murder are based Drawn from
years of dedicated research of Dr. Julie B. Wiest, this volume presents a new approach to
the study of U.S. serial murder, offers important implications for law enforcement and
mass media, and forms a basis for future research on serial murder, murder, and violence
in the U.S. and in other nations.
What the Great Psychologists Can Teach Us About Finding Fulfillment
The Secret Murders of Milwaukee's Jeffrey Dahmer
Dark Journey Deep Grace
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The True Story of Jeffrey Dahmer
The Horrifying Story of the Speed Freak Killers
Grilling Dahmer
Killing For Company
Life and its meaning is a mystery almost impossible to solve, but what can the leading theories teach us
about the search for purpose? For most of us, the major questions of life continue to perplex: Who am I?
Why am I here? How should I live? In the late nineteenth century, a class of thinkers emerged who made
solving these problems central to their work. They understood that human questions demand human
answers and that without understanding what it means to be human, there are no answers. Through the
biographies and theories of luminaries ranging from Sigmund Freud to Erich Fromm, Frank Tallis show
us how to think about companionship and parenting, identity and aging, and much more. Accessible yet
erudite, The Act of Living is essential reading for anyone seeking answers to life's biggest questions.
On July 22, 1991, serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer was arrested. As the officers searched his apartment in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, they discovered dismembered body parts in the refrigerator. Further
investigation led them to photographs of other victims which Dahmer dismembered. Upon confessing to
officers, Dahmer admitted to acts of necrophilia and cannibalism. For the first time in print, Dahmer's
Confession presents the Milwaukee cannibal's complete confession, raw and uncensored. Jeffrey
Dahmer's inclusion into the Serial Killer Culture is illustrated in the book by including artworks based on
Dahmer and writings by those affected by Dahmer's case and crimes.
Inside the Mind of Jeffey Dahmer
My Friend Dahmer
The Husband Poisoner
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